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Accelerate Your Review

Data Insights Accelerator
Adding value by leveraging prior insights

Increase in client data volumes – As information volumes grow, data is more likely to span
multiple investigations or litigations. Companies are looking to increase efficiency and quality by
leveraging insights gained from a prior review of existing data.
Save time and cost – A data review may be a costly and tedious process. The Data Insights
Accelerator allows for pre-existing review coding to be copied from one workspace to another.
These coding values may then be referenced while making coding decisions on a current review.
Referencing this prior work product empowers reviewers to understand how documents were
previously coded. By not rereviewing documents from scratch, a reviewer may make quicker
coding decisions on the current matter.
Performance – In a growing world where there’s more data than ever, it may be cumbersome to
manage a suite of projects. This accelerator is designed to enable clients to quickly transfer
coding across investigations, even in the instances where millions of records are being
compared. Typically, rereviewing millions of records could take weeks. This accelerator can
enable clients to transfer coding for millions of records over a shorter period of time.

Data Insights Accelerator
Potential benefits
Relativity Integration
Works with both on-premise and RelativityOne platforms. Two or
more workspaces may be configured to locate identical documents
and identify coding fields for transferring. Coding values may then
be transferred from one workspace to the other in a timely manner.

Potential Time Savings
By not having to fully review identical documents, the review time
may be potentially reduced. Reviewers may reference the
guidance field* to quickly access prior coding values and
understand how documents were reviewed in other workspaces.
Coding values are also quickly transferred between workspaces.

Readability
The guidance field will provide the review values for the defined
fields. These values will be in a clear format that provides the
fields, values, and workspace that they were transferred from.
*The guidance field holds coding values that have been
transferred from another workspace by the Data Insights
Accelerator. This field can be referenced during review to help
reviewers make future coding decisions. The coding in this
workspace is not updated as part of transfer coding process by the
Data Insights Accelerator.

Data Insights Accelerator
Workflow
How it works – Users will identify the fields utilized for review and
designation for the field (e.g., Privilege, Responsiveness). An
automated process pulls the duplicate ID field values to identify
overlapping documents between workspaces. When transferring
coding, the existing coding is accumulated from the source
workspace and populated into a guidance field on the destination
workspace.

The Outcome – The destination workspace will have one universal
field to hold the coding values from another workspace. This field
may then be referenced by reviewers to understand how the
documents were coded previously.
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